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at Drinko Hall, CSU (November 18)
by Daniel Hathaway

Today's genre-bending musicians have nothing on 
Raymond Scott (born Henry Warnow in 1908), possi-
bly one of the most eclectic musicians ever to have 
come out of Juilliard. Before suffering a debilitating 
stroke in 1987 — he died in 1994 — Scott had trans-
formed swing music with the intricate, improvisation-
suppressing compositions he crafted for his six-man 
band, called the Raymond Scott Quintette because it 
sounded "crisper," made breakthrough experiments 
with electronic music, and somewhat inadvertently 
contributed to the soundtracks of Warner Bros. car-
toons, through which you may have heard Scott's mu-
sic without knowing it.

Cleveland's classy and enterprising new music ensemble, No Exit, led by Timothy Beyer 
-

cussionist Luke Rinderknecht, cellist Nicholas Diodore, pianists Nicholas Underhill and 

trumpeter Scott McKee to celebrate Scott's legacy in three concerts last weekend in 
Cleveland and Buffalo. I caught the third show on Monday evening in Drinko Recital 
Hall at Cleveland State University.

In just over ninety minutes, No Exit introduced Monday evening's small but enthusiastic 

two new tribute pieces by Timothy Beyer and James Praznik.

Scott's delicious titles — Powerhouse Passacaglia, Snake Woman, The Man at the Type-
writer, Celebration on the Planet Mars, War Dance for Wooden Indians — headline some 
infectious pieces of music that thrive somewhere on the permeable borders between con-
cert music, jazz and blues. But both Scott's musical scores and his electronic creations 
share an affection for an underlying beat and catchy rhythms — no primordial ooze here.

Some of those sound clips that were interspersed between musical selections were beguil-
ingly goofy — Bob & Ray-like sendups of radio commercials, a virtual (and eventually 



disastrous) tour of the inside of one's head — playful creations from the inventive mind 
of an individual who remains "uniquely unique," as Beyer wrote in the program notes.

The newly composed works were appropriately inventive as well. Beyer's own tribute, 
Egyptian Barn Dance Meditation, drew on a Webern-like pointillism, while Praznik's was 
in a head-bobbing, "heavy ivory" style with the composer as manic pianist.

One amusing piece, The Man at the Typewriter, proved to be more authentic than Scott's 
original, which used wood block and triangle to simulate the sound of a manual type-

Monday night's excellent performances — which moved right along from one short piece 

level of detail Timothy Beyer lavishes on his twice-yearly productions. More people 
should seek out these entertaining and enlightening performances.
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